Introduction
PEDOT:PSS (poly (3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) :polystyrene sulfonate) [1] represents a workhorse of organic electronics and is in fact one of the most studied and explored materials today. [2] In part, this is due to its processability and stability in air and water, scalable green synthesis protocol, and high electrical conductivity along with optical transparency. PEDOT:PSS is extensively utilized as the conductor and electrode in various solid-state devices, such as in organic light emitting diodes, [3] field effect transistors, [4] and photovoltaics. [5] PEDOT:PSS is a polymeric mixed ion-electron conductor [6] with a relatively high ionic conductivity and specific capacitance. The density of holes in PEDOT:PSS can be reversibly modulated over a wide range by the compensation with ions provided from an electrolyte. This makes PEDOT:PSS ideal as the electrode in ion-based energy storage devices, such as supercapacitors, [6--7] and as the channel in electrochemical transistors [8] and sensors. [9] The swift and reversible modulation of the hole density is also accompanied with a switch in color between dark blue and transparent. PEDOT:PSS has therefore served as the pixel electrode in electrochromic displays. [2b, 10] Moreover, PEDOT:PSS is a first choice as the signal translating device in various bioelectronics devices operating in physiological media, such as in biosensors, electrochemical transistors [8e, 11] and electrodes [8e, 12] interfacing with neuronal systems, and as the electrodes in organic electronic ion pumps. [13] . In many of the abovementioned devices the operation principle relies on the capacitance of PEDOT:PSS, see Figure 1 .
Generally, charge storage in supercapacitors is due to electric double-layers formed along electrode/electrolyte interfaces or is related to electrochemical processes (commonly termed pseudocapacitance). [14] The latter involves redox reactions including charge transfer across the electrolyte-electrode interface. Mechanisms of supercapacitive behavior and electron-ion coupling in conductive polymers are experimentally studied using cyclic voltammetry. A typical experimental setup is shown in Figure 1 a. In the forward voltage scan, positive cations (M + ) escapes the PEDOT:PSS layer and are replaced by positive holes that are injected into the PEDOT from the electrode. This process is reversed in the backward scan and the hole density in the PEDOT is reduced. A typical voltammogram exhibits current peaks followed by the current plateaus, see Figure 1 b. The current peaks can be reproduced by the Butler-Volmer electrochemical model describing a faradaic current due to redox reactions, whereas the current plateaus can be described by a phenomenological term giving rise to the capacitive current as introduced in a seminal paper of Feldberg. [15] As a result, it is commonly assumed that the supercapacitive voltammograms of conducting polymers is due to pseudocapacitive processes involving faradaic reactions. [16] Note however that the origin of the phenomenological capacitive current has never been properly explained from a theoretical point of view.
Besides cyclic voltammetry, the capacitive behaviour and the ionic-electronic transport interplay in conductive polymers are also studied using other techniques. In "moving front" experiments the motion of the boundary between doped and undoped regions is monitored by dynamic color changes. [17] Conductance and impedance spectroscopy studies have been applied to three-terminal electrochemical transistors based on PEDOT:PSS whose resistance is controlled via a gate by an ionic inflow from the electrolyte. [8a, 8b, 18] Even though these electrode and device systems, and their underlying physics, are identical to those studied by the cyclic voltammetry, the interpretations made from the analysis of the results are strikingly different. In particular, the theoretical treatment of the experiments do not typically assume any redox reactions and is solely based on the coupling between electronic and ionic motion as described by the Nernst-Planck-Poisson equations (drift-diffusion equations). [18a, 19] Hence, even after decades of polymer research the most fundamental questions concerning the nature of capacitive behaviour and the electron-ion coupling in these materials still remain unsolved and are highly controversial.
In the present work we report the results of experimental studies and theoretical modelling of polymeric mixed electron-ion conductors that represent a significant departure from a prevailing view on conducting polymers as faradaic redox supercapacitors. We demonstrate that the cyclic voltammetry of conducting polymers, in particular for PEDOT:PSS, can be understood within a Nernst-Planck-Poisson formalism in terms of the coupled ion-electron diffusion and migration without invoking the assumption of any redox reactions. We argue that it is important to treat PEDOT:PSS as a two phase system consisting of PEDOT-rich and PSS-rich grains, and by performing two-dimensional modeling we show that its capacitance originates from charging of double layers formed on boundaries between the two phases within the bulk. The results of our study are not only of the fundamental importance, but they are essential for designing of electron-ion mixed conductors and devices that rely on the capacitive charging.
Experimental results and a morphology model.
Cyclic voltammograms (CV) were recorded in the potential range of -1.0 V to +0.5 V at different scan rates (10, 20, 100 and 200 mV/s) in 0.1 M KCl for PEDOT:PSS/Au electrode in N 2 atmosphere (Figure 1 b) . The CV of PEDOT:PSS (PH1000) exhibits the characteristic rectangular shape in the range from -0.5V to 0.5V, indicating its capacitive nature. [20] The capacitive nature is confirmed by the linear dependence of the current with the scan rate (Figure 1 c) . The volumetric specific capacitance C* of PEDOT extracted from the voltamogramms is 34 F/cm 3 . Typical values of C* , previously reported, range from C* = 39 F/cm 3 [8b] to several hundreds F/cm 3 . [21] Furthermore, we observe that in the forward potential scan, there is a single anodic peak (at V ≈ -0.7 V) attributed to the injection of holes into the undoped polymer and expulsion of cations. Accordingly, on the reverse scan the voltammogram shows one cathodic peak (V ≈ -0.7 V) corresponding to electron injection and cation incorporation, sequentially (see next Section for discussion). Finally, the negative current contribution at approximately -0.9 V is due to the reduction of residual dioxygen.
The morphology of the conducting polymers can be investigated at different scales. Grazing Incidence Wide-Angle X-ray Scattering (GIWAXS) provides information at the Ångström scale. The GIWAXS pattern presented in Figure 2 (a) indicates a mostly amorphous film, but with some weak and broad, isotropic scattering. These features are identified in the data integrated from 0° to 120° azimuthal angle as a function of total scattering vector length, see Figure 2 (b), where we according to observations reported in [22] ascribe the peak at ~ 0.55 Å -1 to the second order lamellar stack of PEDOT (200), and the two peaks at ~1.26 Å -1 and ~ 1.8 Å -1 to π-π stacking in small ordered domains of PSS and PEDOT, respectively. A characteristic size of the PEDOT crystallite domains can be estimated from the broadening of the diffraction peaks. A Scherrer analysis suggests that with an estimated peak width of ~ 0.3 Å -1 each crystalline domain is composed of up to 5 chains, which is consistent with previous studies [23] .
The morphology of the PEDOT:PSS film on the scale above 1 nm is characterized with tapping-mode AFM. Figure 2 c, d shows the phase and topography images of a 500 × 500 nm 2 area of the PEDOT-PSS film. 10-20 nm wide grains composed of small elongated structures are observed in the phase image. The relatively strong contrast in the phase image (full scale equals 20°) is associated with a different chemical composition. For polymer systems, with phase images captured under moderate tapping conditions, bright areas (high phase signal) in the phase image can be assigned to a relatively hard phase [24] attributed to the PEDOT:PSS rich phase. While the lower phase signal (dark domains) is referred to the excess of PSS since PEDOT:PSS (PH1000) has a PSS/PEDOT ratio about 2.3/1. [25] Surface areas rich in this hygroscopic polyelectrolyte are expected to swell and soften due to ambient humidity, this also explained why the PSS region is slightly higher in the corresponding topography image [26] . Note that a similar granular organization of PEDOT:PSS has been reported in previous studies [8b, 23a, 26-27] but rarely with this clarity in the AFM image. Interestingly, the dimension of the granules observed in the film corresponds to the smallest particle size in the PEDOT:PSS water emulsion measured by dynamic light scattering. [28] The water emulsion is stable because the negatively charged PSS in excess surround the PEDOT:PSS particles. Thus upon drying, the film is composed of plenty of PEDOT:PSS rich particles connected in a PSS rich matrix.
Together, we conclude that PEDOT:PSS is composed of a continuous amorphous PSS phase hosting many nanometer-sized PEDOT crystallites and expected dispersed individual PEDOT chains in the PSS matrix. We propose a PEDOT:PSS morphology model sketched in Figure 1 e. PEDOT:PSS represents a two phase-system consisting of PEDOT-rich and PSS-rich grains of the dimensions of about 10-30 nm. PEDOTrich grains support primarily hole conductivity, whereas PSS-rich grains support the ion conductivity. The PEDOT-rich grains consist of PEDOT crystallite domains of 1-2 nm (composed of up to ~5 chains) embedded in the amorphous PSS matrix. Because the system exhibits high conductivity in the oxidized state, the PEDOT crystallites and chains form a percolative network (presumably via π-π stacking) providing transport paths for the holes throughout the whole structure.
Theoretical modeling and discussion
In order to describe the experimental voltammograms we consider two models for the system at hand. The first one is a standard one-dimensional model treating a polymeric region as a one-component system allowing for the diffusion of both holes and ions. [17b, 19c, 19d] The second model goes beyond the standard approach and treats PEDOT:PSS as a two-phase twodimensional system according to the morphology model developed in the previous section. In both cases the ion and hole injection and transport leading to doping/dedoping of the system are described by the modified Nernst-Plank-Poisson formalism as outlined below.
Nernst-Plank-Poisson approach to ion and hole transport in conducting polymers
In our modeling we use the modified Nernst-Plank-Poisson approach treating the electron and ion transport on the equal footing. (Note that in semiconductor device literature the Nernst-Plank equations are called drift-diffusion equations). Our theoretical treatment do not include electrochemical reactions because for the system at hand we do not have the evidence of their occurrence in the given voltage interval (except a peak at V=-0.9V).
We assume that the flux of holes ! → obeys the modified Nernst Planck equation as derived from the hopping model [29] 
where ! is the hole concentration, !° is the concentration of accessible sites for holes, ! ! = 10 !! m ! /s is the diffusion coefficient of holes in the polymer, ≡ F/RT (F is the Faraday constant, R is the molar constant and T=300 K is the temperature) and V is the electric potential. The first term in Equation (2) describes a hole diffusion and the second term is related to migration in an electric field. The factor (1 −
in the second term assures that the concentration of holes could not be larger than the concentration of the accessible states for hopping !°. Typically, for PEDOT:PPS, !° corresponds to the relative concentration of 33% (i.e. each third the monomer in the PEDOT chain can be charged).
The modified Nernst Planck equation describing ion fluxes reads [30] ±
where ± → is the flux of cations (+) or anions (-), ! and ! are the concentrations of cations and anions respectively, ± ( ) is the diffusion coefficient of ions. !"# corresponds to the maximum concentration of ions in the system. In our calculations we thus set c max = 6M, which is typical value for concentrated electrolyte. The last term in Equation (2) is a correction due to a finite size of ions. Typical values of the diffusion coefficient in the
The flux densities are obtained by solving the continuity equation
together with the Poisson's equation
where ! is the permittivity of vacuum, = 81 is the dielectric permittivity of the system and !"#$% ( ) is the concentration of the fixed charges. Concentration of fixed charges in the electrolyte domain is zero ( !"#$% ( ) = 0 M). The different distribution of the fixed charges in polymer domain is used for one-and two-phase models as discussed in following sections.
The boundary conditions are as follows. The continuity boundary condition for the potential is used at all internal interfaces. At the electrode interface the potential ! is applied, the hole concentration is chosen to be ! = 0.99 !°, and the ion fluxes vanish,
is the normal to the interface). Note that electrodes are not explicitly included in our model because we assume the Ohmic contact between the electrode and the PEDOT:PSS layer. The latter assumption is motivated by the following experimental observations: (i) the electrical conductivity of PEDOT is known to decrease significantly by 3-4 orders of magnitude at cathodic potential. [31] However, its conductivity is still in the order of 10 -3 -10 -4 S/cm beyond -0.7V, i.e. far beyond electrical insulator. Note that this is one of the reasons PEDOT displays highly reversible electrochromism. (ii) Spectroelectrochemistry reveals the presence of a remaining IR optical absorption background even at cathodic potential indicating a vanishingly small gap. [32] Those observations strongly suggest that PEDOT:PSS can still be considered as a Fermi glass of low density of state at the Fermi level in the potential range [-0.7V; -1V]. As a result, there is likely no large energy barrier between the metal electrode and the PEDOT:PSS film even at cathodic potential.
At the interface between the polymer and electrolyte the hole flux vanishes, → ⋅ ! → = 0, since the holes cannot enter the electrolyte. This condition is supplemented by the continuity condition for ion concentrations. The electrolyte reservoirs are introduced by a standard concept of the Nernst diffusion layer. At the distance ! = 1 mm from polymer-electrolyte boundary we assume that the ion concentration reaches the bulk concentration of electrolyte ! = 0.1 M and the potential is constant and equal to the potential the of bulk electrolyte = 0.
For the case of the two-dimensional model we also need to define boundary conditions at interfaces between hole conductive region (PEDOT-rich region), ion conductive region (PSS-rich regions) and electrolyte. At the interfaces between the hole and ion conductive regions the hole flux vanishes, → ⋅ ! → = 0, whereas the ion flux vanishes at the interface between the hole conductive regions and electrolyte,
The continuity boundary condition for ion concentrations holds at the interface between ion conductive regions and electrolyte. Finally, the resulting nonlinear system of partial differential equations is solved with the finite element method using COMSOL Multiphysics software.
One-dimensional model.
The studied electrode system consists of a conducting PEDOT:PSS polymer film with thickness ! = 100 nm sandwiched between an electrolyte and a metal electrode, see Figure  3 a. We assume that fixed negative charges (counterions) are distributed homogeneously and both ions and holes can move in the polymer film. [17b, 19c, 19d] The concentration of the fixed charges was chosen to be equal to the concentration of accessible states for holes !"#$% = !°= 1 M. The initial values for the concentrations and the potential inside the device were obtained by applying a reduction potential for 20 s to an oxidized film.
The calculated cyclic voltammograms are shown in Figure 3 b. The current density (which we will call the direct current density) is obtained by integration over the polymer film, !"#$%& = ∫ !! ! !! . It reveals the oxidations and reduction peaks but, in contrast to the experimental results (Figure 1b ), it does not show a box shape behavior (i.e. plateaus) in the oxidized state for positive voltages. It is important to stress that a conventional electrochemical Butler-Volmer model describing a faradaic current due to redox reactions displays the same behavior. [16a, 16b] In order to reproduce experimental voltammograms, an additional phenomenological term describing the capacitive current was introduced in a seminal paper of Feldberg. [15] It is postulated to be of the form
, where the concentration of the intrinsic capacitive charge in the polymer film is related to the concentration of holes ! = * ! − !"# ! , with !"! ≈ −0.3 V being the potential of the zero charge and * = 5 V !! . Thus, the total current is assumed to be a sum of the direct current and the capacitive current,
The cyclic voltammogram calculated according to Equation (5) qualitatively reproduces the experimental one, exhibiting both the oxidation and reduction peaks and the current plateaus, see Figure 3 b.
Let us now analyze evolution of the concentration and potential profiles as the system goes from the reduced to the oxidized state. When the applied potential ! = −0.5 V the film is fully reduced ! ≈ 0 and therefore the direct and capacitive currents that pass through the film are negligible. In order to screen negative fixed charges and thus to keep an electroneutrality in the polymer region the positive cations from the electrolyte are injected into the polymer film, see Figure 3 d,g for the concentration and potential profiles. In the reduced state the most significant potential drops occur at polymer/electrolyte and polymer/metal interfaces. The potential drop at the polymer/electrolyte interface is given by
! ! ! ≈ −0.06 V caused by different concentrations of cations in the polymer film ! ! and in the electrolyte ! !" . The rest of the potential drop, ! − ! ≈ −0.44 V , occurs at the polymer/metal interface due to the formation of an electric double layer at this interface.
In the forward scan an increase of the applied voltage leads to an injection of holes into the film. As a result, ! and the direct current are increased. During this process holes repel cations from the film into the electrolyte and the concentration of cations stored in the double layer at the polymer/metal interface and in the rest of the polymer film is decreased. Thus, a potential drop at the polymer/metal interface is also decreased (Figure 3 e,h corresponding to ! = −0.2V). The direct current reaches its maximum value for the applied potential ≈ −0.15 V (Figure 3b ). This is because the concentrations of holes at this voltage is close to the value when the second term in Equation (1) has a maximum, ! ≈ ! ! ! ! see Figure 3 e.
As the applied voltage is increased this term decreases which leads to further decrease of the direct current in the film. Therefore, the fact that the concentration of holes cannot be larger than a concentration of the available states for hopping !° (see Equation (1)) is responsible for the peak of the direct current in the polymer film.
When fixed charges are fully compensated by injected holes the film becomes fully oxidized and a further increase of the voltage does not change a concentration of holes see Figure 3 f, i corresponding to ! = +0.1V. This means that in the oxidized state the current is entirely dominated by the capacitive charge. It should be noted that in the oxidized state the concentration of ions in the polymer is equal to that of the electrolyte. Thus, a potential drop at the polymer/solution interface is absent (Figure 3 i). When a backward scan starts at = 0.1 V, the capacitive current changes its sign and !"!#$ becomes negative (Figure 3 b ). Figure 3 c shows simulated cyclic voltammograms for different scan rates ν. In full agreement with the experimental findings the current level linearly depends on ν. The volumetric specific capacitance C* extracted from the calculated voltamogramms is * ≈ 475 F/cm ! . This is an order of magnitude larger than the experimental one, but is consistent with the data reported in [21] . Note that one-dimensional model contains phenomenological parameters, such as !° in Equation (1), and adjustment of this parameter can result in a variation of C* in a broad range.
To conclude this section, we demonstrated that the standard Nernst-Plank-Poisson approach combined with a phenomenological description of the capacitance reproduces the shape of experimental voltammogram. Thus, the presence of oxidation/reduction peaks in the experimental voltammograms does not represent a proof for the redox reactions in the system but instead is attributed to the interplay between electronic and ionic diffusion and migration in the structure at hand.
Two-dimensional, two-phase model
Even though the one-dimensional model successfully reproduces the shape of the voltammograms including plateaus and redox peaks, it is not able to explain the origin of the capacitance because the latter is introduced as a phenomenological term. We argue that the key to understand the origin of the capacitance of PEDOT:PSS is the material morphology, in particular, its two-phase structure consisting of hole-conducting PEDOT-rich grains and ionconducting PSS-rich grains. Such the morphology invites to another mechanism for charge storage with electric double layers formed at the interface between the electronically conducting PEDOT rich phase and the ionically PSS rich phase. This mechanism resembles the one present in supercapacitors based on porous electrodes storing the charge by the formation of electric double layer (a non-faradaic phenomenon). [33] In order to demonstrate this we construct and simulate the simplest model of PEDOT:PSS which is consistent with the morphology model outlined in the experimental section. Figure 4 a shows schematics of our two-phase two-dimensional model representing a nanopore geometry. An internal region with a width !"#$% = 10nm is an electronically conductive phase (corresponding to PEDOT-rich grain), and the outer region with a width !"" = 20nm is an ion conductive phase (corresponding to PSS-rich grain). This geometry incorporates both main features of the morphology, namely the two-phase character of the material and the electronic conductivity path extending throughout the structure.
We assume that fixed negative charges (residing on PSS chains) are homogeneously distributed in the ion conductive region ( !"#$% = 1 M ) and only ions can enter this region. Interestingly, the high electrical conductivity of PEDOT:PSS in the oxidized state in the presence of solvent indicates that the PEDOT nano-crystallites are not disrupted by the presence of the counterions; i.e. in other words, ions are not inserted between the PEDOT chains forming the π-π stacking. Hence, we also assume that there are no fixed charges inside the PEDOT-rich phase and ions cannot enter it. (It would be reasonably to assume that in real materials the PEDOT-rich grains can contain some PSS chains with negative fixed charges, as well as some ions can enter these grains. To keep our model conceptually simple we will disregard these effects). The concentration of accessible states for holes is !°= 1 M. In order to get insight into obtained results let us analyze the concentration and potential profiles, see Figure 4 c-h. When the applied potential ! = −0.5 V the polymer film is fully reduced and ! ≈ 0 (see Figure 4 c). The potential drops only at the metal/polymer and polymer/solution interfaces while inside film it has a constant value(see Figure 4 c,f). This is similar to the results obtained for the one-dimensional model. In particular, the potential in the both ion and hole conductive regions is approximately −0.06 V and corresponds to the Donnan potential discussed in Sec. IIIa. The forward increase of the applied voltage ( ! = −0.15 V) leads to an injection of holes into the pore, see Figure 4 d. The injected holes attract negative ions from the ion conductive region, which leads to the formation of double layers at the pore interface, see Figure 4 d,g. Outside the double layers the ion concentrations remain unchanged during the whole cycle. As a result, the potential inside the ion conductive region also remains constant and is equal to the Donnan potential ! ≈ −0.06 V. When the applied voltage increases the potential inside the pore increases because of the increase of the hole concentration. As in one-dimensional model the current density reaches its peak value (manifested as the redox peaks in the voltammograms) when the concentration of holes near the interface of the pore reaches ! !°! . When the applied potential ! ≈ 0.5 V the concentration of holes at the pore interface is equal to the concentration of the accessible sites !°. As a result, a given voltage increase leads to an increase of the width of the hole layer (see Figure 4 e, h). It should be noted that during oxidation process the most significant potential drop occurs at the pore interface, in contrast to the one-dimensional model when the potential drop takes place mostly at the polymer/electrode interface. We conclude this discussion by stressing that the two-phase model apparently provides a qualitatively different picture of the evolution of potentials and ion and hole concentrations during a cycle as compared to the onedimensional model.
When the scan is reversed in the backward direction (decreasing potential), the current density changes the sign (see Figure 4 b ). The subsequent decrease of the applied voltage leads to a reverse process of the ejection of holes from the hole conductive region into the metallic electrode. At the potential ! ≈ −0.5 V the entire polymer electrode is again in its fully reduced state. In agreement with the experiment the calculated current depends linearly on the scan rate ν, c.f. Figure 1 b,c and Figure 4 b. The volumetric specific capacitance C* extracted from the calculated voltamogramms for the two-phase model is * ≈ 10 F/cm ! . This value is somehow smaller than the measured capacitance C* = 34F/cm 3 (and an order of magnitude smaller than the values reported in [21] . It should be noted however that our calculations in the simplest two-dimensional model geometry represent the lowest estimate of the capacitance because the realistic three-dimensional geometry of bulk PEDOT:PSS would correspond to larger interface area and therefore larger C*.
It is important to stress that within the two-phase model there is no artificial separation between the direct current (describing voltammogram's peaks) and the phenomenological capacitive current (describing plateaus) as in theone-dimensional model or in the standard electrochemical Butler-Volmer model. Instead, formation of both peaks and plateaus are described on the equal footing where the capacitive plateaus emerge as a result of charging/discharging of the double layers residing at interfaces between phases. We also stress that the developed two-phase model describes the experimental voltammograms without invoking an assumption about redox reaction in the system. Apparently, such reactions can take place in these systems (e.g. a peak at V= -0.9 V in Figure1 b), and they can be incorporated in the Nernst-Plank-Poisson formalism using appropriate boundary conditions within the Butler-Volmer model.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we addressed the origin of the intrinsic capacitance of conducting polymer PEDOT:PSS. The capacitive behavior and electron-ion coupling in PEDOT:PSS was experimentally studied using cyclic voltammetry. The morphology of PEDOT:PSS was investigated on different scales using GIWAXS providing information at the Ångström scale, and with tapping-mode AFM providing information at the nanometer scale.
In order to describe the experimental voltammograms we consider two models for the system at hand. The first one is a standard one-dimensional model based on the Nernst-Planck-Poisson equations treating a polymeric region as a one-component system allowing for the diffusion of both holes and ions. Even though this model successfully reproduces the shape of the voltammograms including plateaus and redox peaks, it is not able to explain the origin of the capacitance because the latter is introduced in the model as a phenomenological term. We argue that the key to understand the origin of the capacitance of PEDOT:PSS is the material morphology, in particular, its two-phase structure consisting of hole-conducting PEDOT-rich grains and ion-conducting PSS-rich grains. By applying a two-phase, twodimensional Nernst-Planck-Poisson modeling approach we demonstrate that the major contribution to the capacitance originates from electrical double layers formed along the interfaces between nanoscaled PEDOT-rich and PSS-rich interconnected grains that comprises two phases of the bulk of PEDOT:PSS. We show that the observed cyclic voltammograms of PEDOT:PSS can be understood within this model in terms of the coupled ion-electron diffusion and migration without invoking the assumption of redox reactions.
Finally, we argue that the developed model of capacitance charging explaining experimental voltammograms in terms of coupled electron/ion motion and double layer charging is not limited to PEDOT:PSS but is generic to a wide class of conducting polymers. The essential feature of the model is a presence of two phases corresponding to respectively electron and ion conducting regions. In PEDOT:PSS the phase separation occurs at the nanometer scale. Many conducting polymers (e.g. PEDOT doped with tosylate or another molecular counterions, or self-doped PEDOT-S) do not show grain formation. In such conducting polymers the phase separation between hole conducting PEDOT and counterions takes place on the Ångström scale, and the double layers represent the atomistic Stern layers forming directly at PEDOT crystallites. This type of phase separation can take place even in PEDOT:PSS in the PEDOT-rich grains that can contain PSS chains. [18b] For such systems the theoretical treatment based on the continuous Nernst-Plank equations is not appropriate and atomistic methods (e.g. molecular dynamics approaches) would be required to describe a formation of the atomistic Stern layers.
Experimental Section
Preparation of working electrode: Glass slides were taken as substrate. A thin gold film is thermally deposited on the glass substrate. The surface was treated with UV ozone for 30 min to make the surface hydrophilic. Conducting polymer emulsion the Clevios PH1000 and 0.2wt% silane crosslinker 3-glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane (GOPS) was mixed using ultrasonicator for 5 min. The solution was spin coated at 1000 rpm for 30 s, followed by heating at 120 ο C for 10 min. Silane modification enhances the adhesion thus avoids the film dissolving in aqueous solution.
Electrochemistry: The cyclic voltammetric measurements were performed with a potentiostat/galvanostat (by Biologic) coupled to a computer. A three electrode electrochemical cell was employed for all electrochemical measurements. The working electrode is the PEDOT-PSS electrode described above. The counter and reference electrodes were a platinum mesh electrode and Ag/AgCl(3M), respectively. The electrolyte used was an aqueous solution of 0.1M KCl. All voltammetric measurements were conducted in a glovebox under N 2 conditions. All electrodes and the electrolyte stayed in the glovebox overnight before the measurements, in order to avoid O 2 contamination. Finally, the same sample was used in all measurements and four different scan rates were studied (10, 50, 100 and 200 mV sec -1 ).
In the cyclic voltammetry simulations the applied potential ! varies with time as
where !"# and !"# are the minimum and maximum applied potentials respectively, is the scan rate, is the time, is the cycle number and ! = ( !"# − !"# )/ is the time of the half cycle period.
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The specific capacitance of the film was obtained according to = !"# !!(! !"! !! !"# )! ! , where integration is performed over the area of the voltammogram, and lp is the width of the film.
Atomic Force Microscopy: The morphology of PEDOT-PSS films is characterized with tapping-mode AFM (Dimension 3100). The polymer films are cast on glass substrates. GIWAXS: PEDOT:PSS films spin coated on glass, silicon wafer with and without thermal oxide layer, and cross-linked with GOPS was measured at the dedicated GIWAXS setup at DTU Energy [34] The sample is exposed at a grazing incident angle of about 0.2° with respect to the sample surface, to maximize the signal from the thin film. A high-flux rotating Cu anode is used as X-ray source, focused and monochromatized by a 1D multilayer mirror (wavelength = 1.5418 Å). The scattered signal was recorded in vacuum on a photostimulable imaging plate. Data from the different substrates showed similar scattering features, with lowest background signal from the Si substrate, shown in the manuscript. [7a] can be used in flexible and printed electronics; they exhibit a specific capacitance C* ≈ 50-100 F/cm -3 that compares well to high-performing porous carbon supercapacitors. [6, 7b] (e) PEDOT:PSS electrochromic displays (ECD). [10c] Electrochromic materials change their color due to charge accumulation-depletion processes. Their switching performance is directly coupled to the volumetric capacitance C.
[2b, 10a, 10b] (g) Organic electrochemical transistors (OECT) [8a] and sensors based on PEDOT:PSS. [8e] The volumetric capacitance C is a key parameter for OECTs in that it determines the transconductance, g* , representing a figure-of-merit for OECTs. [8a-d] (h) Neural probes (NP). [12b] NP represents a biocompatible interface providing a signal transfer between electrodes and in vivo neural tissues. The performance of NP is related to their charge storage capacity and electrical impedance. [8e, 12] (f) PEDOT:PSS-based organic electronic ion pumps (OEIP) [13a] and (i) implantable drug delivery devices (IDDD). [13c] [13d] OEIPs translate electronic signals into ion fluxes and IDDD can locally deliver biological molecules and neurotransmitters at high spatiotemporal resolution. PEDOT:PSS in OEIP and IDDD electrodes serves as ion-to-electron converters and hence the pumping/delivery rates are governed by the material capacitive response. Figure (d) is adapted from Cheng et al. [7a] with permission of Royal Society of Chemistry; Figure ( e) is adapted with permission from [10c] ; Figure ( 
